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By Ronault L.S. Catalani

We're well into another election season, and candidates for office have got to be asking
their brightest staff, "How do we get these guys' support?"

"These guys," of course, would be Oregon's Africans and African Americans, our Asians
and islanders; our Arabs and Persians; all our Russian- and Spanish-speakers. It means
New Americans' earnest contributions in volunteers and cash -- the stuff of local legend.
Ask former Gov. Barbara Roberts or former Multnomah County Commission Chair
Beverly Stein or former Portland Mayor Tom Potter.

If urban myths are not persuasive, maybe these facts are: Oregon Asians and Latinos
alone add up to $12.6 billion in purchasing power. We are 113,715 voters.

So, campaign staffers: In a layout lending itself to folding into tidy quarters for hip
pockets, here's a column of four fast rules for engaging our American dreamers. Be
advised that non-Western communities are acutely tuned to sincerity. Right words
without real feelings will get you exactly the same smiles and nods as cruel colonialists,
ferocious occupiers and uncaring government guys got back home.

And there you have it:

Fast Rule 1: Say nothing you don't mean in your very bones.

Fast Rule 2: Joy is better than sorrow.

At a big annual celebration not long ago, the aides for Oregon's senior senator evidently
forgot to cue him that recalling the incarceration of entire Japanese American
Portlander families for the duration of World War II is not so cool.

Better than bringing back our treasured elders' pain is sincerely thanking Nikkei
America for resuscitating the U.S. Constitution -- for the sake of the next and the next
ethnic minority neighborhood our edgy nation gets crazy about.

Rule 2 does not propose that policy leaders shouldn't acknowledge how much harm
America's wild mood swings do here and in the lands we sailed from. Taking
responsibility and expressing sorrow is what's expected of good leaders. Do that. Then
pause.

Then say how much our ridiculous optimism and our stubborn loyalty to American
ideals means to this otherwise cynical nation's momentum. And mean it. But again, if
you haven't been inside our communities enough to really feel it -- say nothing. Humble
silence is better than overt insincerity. Reread Rule 1.

Fast Rule 3: Don't talk up deeds that are your job.
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Broad-shouldered Americans agreed nearly 50 years ago to integrate our several ethnic
streams into our economic mainstream. We made it the law. The U.S. Supreme Court
affirmed again and again that getting it done is our government's job. Candidates
already in office best not brag about what we already expect of you.

Tell us about work done that's not in your position description, about deeds done at
substantial political risk. By analogy: Cops don't talk up cuffing a 7-Eleven robber; it's
their job, and the public expects good police work. But an officer talking down an angry,
possibly armed, teenager -- despite his legal authority to use lethal force, despite his
pounding heart -- that kind of courage earns our affection.

Our state's marginalized communities -- our mentally ill and differently abled, our non-
heterosexual and non-Anglo -- are Oregon's no-nonsense breathalyzers for common
courage, for kindness.

Fast Rule 4: Have we done noodles?

Sometimes our state's muscular ethnic minority elders and activists are also in
mainstream positions of influence and public prominence. Really. It happens.

Take Rep. Lew Frederick, D-Portland. He's busy in Oregon's Legislature as well as
around our communities' raucous kitchen tables. Of course, there are other black and
brown women and men with government authority -- maybe four, maybe five -- in a
state of 3,871,859.

The point is, although Oregon's ethnic minority streams are woefully underrepresented
in our mainstream's democratic processes, this does not mean we're lacking tough and
tender leadership in our vigorous communities.

Accordingly, Rule 4 says: Rather than reciting good deeds that are your job (see Rule 3),
tell your audience of nodding black and brown faces exactly whose kitchen table or
taqueria, whose mosque or church basement you've worked and worked at until your
worried spouse called.

And if that's not yet true for you, call me. Name an eastside noodle shop, say how many
hours you have for problem-solving. Ten community heavy lifters will deal you into our
dreams.

Thereafter, cash in on these elder aunties' and big uncles' names. Credit scores count.

And I assure you, New Americans have always given much, much more than we take.

Ronault L.S. Catalani is an activist-lawyer in West Coast America and Southeast Asia
and author of "Counter Culture: Immigrant Stories From Portland Cafe Counters."
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